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&tern Illinois University, Charleston

Kerry winsI\ election

"Hopefully if someone is undecided, it
can help them with their decision."
CHRISTOPHER LYNN, PRESIDENT OF PO LITICAL SCIENCE
ASSOCIATION

mock
Student mock election gives John Kerry presidency
BY

HILLARY SETTLE

CAMPUS EDITOR

The Political Science Association held a mock
presidential election in Coleman Hall yesterday
to spark interest in the current presidential election chat is quickly approaching.
The ballot consisted of only three names:
John Kerry, George Bush and Ralph Nader, who
will not appear on the Illinois ballot in
November.
"(The administration) wanted a third party
on the ballot because they didn't want a twoparty system," said Christopher Lynn, a junior
political science major and president of the

Political Science Association. "They wanted
another name."
Lynn said 225 people voted in the mock election. Kerry won with 59.7
percent of the votes, Bush More inside
runner-up with 33.7
+ Eastern faculty
percent of the votes, and
discuss views on
Nader came in third with presi den ti al
5.1 percent of che votes, election
I.rnn said. There was one
Page 3
wnte-m vote.
Lynn said this is the first
mock election that he knows of on Eastern's
campus, and he was very happy with the mrnouc
the election brought.
was

Not only were scudents allowed to
cast their vote, but stickers and handouts were passed ouc co inform uned- JOHN KERRY
GEORGE W. BUSH
RALPH NADER
ucaced voters of candidate positions.
Although the association ran ouc of
7~
handouts early, Lynn said he thought the
I
0
material distributed would help educate
chis fall," Wandling said.
students.
"Hopefully if someone is undecided, it can
Lynn said the organization has been working
on the election since last semester.
help them with their decision," I.rnn said.
"(le was created) to stir up some interest for
The idea of the mock election was created by
Richard Wandling, a political science professor the acmal election and get people out there,"
and adviser for the Political Science Association. Lynn said.
"We were just brainstorming different ideas
that the Political Science Association might do
SEE ELECTION AACE 9

59

5.1%

Rose: Civic duty goes
beyond voting in
presidential election

Jim Fasig of
Charleston
Public Works
and other
members of the
works
department
attempt to find
the reason the
sewer outside
Taylor Hall was
clogged,
causing
flooding
Monday
morning.

BY

DERRICK JOHNSON

II

STAFF WRITER

COLIN M cAULIFFE /lHE D\ILYEASTERN NEWS

City helps remove drainage blockage
BY HILLARY SETTLE
CAMPUS EDITOR

Work continued at about 7 a.m. Tuesday
to unclog a drain chat caused flooding in
Taylor Hall's parking lot Monday, which
prevented smdents and faculty from moving their vehicles.
Although the rains that continued
throughout Monday night did not accumulate additional standing water in the lot,
Eastern plumber Al Greene said work
began early in an effort to solve the problem before an incident similar to Monday's
occurred.
Charleston Public Works employees
were called in at about 7:30 a.m. to assist in
clearing the pipes underneath the Souch
Quad to allow proper drainage.
Tom Rennels, Eastern's plumber foreman, said the city was able to remove the
blockage of leaves because they have better
equipment.
"(They have) a bigger hose and bigger

33.7%

COLIN M cAULIFFE /lHE D\ILY EASTERN NEWS

A$40,000 video camera the city brought in could not discover what caused the sewer blockage.
equipment," Rennels said. "It has more
power."
Rermels said Eastern is very formnate to
have good relations with the city.
"They're pretty good about helping us
ouc, and we appreciate that," he said. "If it
wasn't for them, we probably would have
had to dig (the blockage) up."

Jim Fasig, a worker for the Charleston
Public Works Ucility Department, said the
city doesn't mind helping Eastern when it
has problems.
"It's good public relations for the city
and Eastern," Fasig said.
SEE DRAINAG E PACE9

State Representative Chapin Rose and President Lou
Hencken spoke to University Fom1dations classes
Tuesday about civic responsibilicy.
When most people chink of their civic responsibility, they think of chis November's upcoming election,
buc a citizen's civic duty goes beyond voting for the
president, according to Rose.
"Being a good citizen is not just about going co the
ballot box," Rose said. '1ts about
having an informed vote. Find a
candidate thac you agree with, and
follow up with chem in a trustworthy newspaper."
Rose stressed the importance of
voting as he told a class chat the fate
of each college student is in their
own hands.
CHAPIN ROSE
"You have the opportunity to
control your destiny," Rose said.
"Your generation gets rolled every
year ac the polls because people
don't show up to vote."
Amongst the many concerns of
the American public is kindergarten
through grade 12 education, Lou HENCKEN
Medicare and social security, Rose
said. Higher education is ac the bottom of the lisc simply because not enough students are taking action and
voicing their opinions, he said.
Voting isn't the only thing that smdent's can do,
however. Both President Hencken and Rose encourage
students to call and write letters to state representatives
in their local district.
"We have almost 11 ,700 smdents on campus and
118 state representatives in each district," Hencken
said. "Could you imagine how much different things
would be if each representative received just 10 letters
about one concern?"
"Write letters and call in to me or whoever is the
Representative in your district," Rose said. '1t's a lot
more effective to call me before we start voting than to
call and yell ac me after the voting is over."
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CONCENTRATION

AROUND'
ILLINOIS
CAMPUSES
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

Settlement delayed
A ruling scheduled for Monday on a settlement between
the family of deceased Northwestern football player
Rashidi Wheeler and three drug oompanies was pushed
back after NU lawyers filed objections co the agreement,
said Eric Quandt. an NU attorney involved in the case.
Quandt declined to reveal or oommem on the details of
the objections, which were not officially filed in New Jersey
court until after press rime. The objections, Quandt said,
protested the "agreement as a whole."
The $100,000 settlement would have dropped General
Nutrition C.Orp., Phoenix Laboratories and Nucraquest
Inc. from the lawsuit, leaving NU as the sole defendant
against Wheeler's family in the case.
READ MORE AT WWW. DAI LYNORTHWESTERN.COM

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

An ad for marriage
When Kiyoshi Ihara wanted to propose to his long-rime
girlfriend, he was chinking "big and public."
But C.Ourtney Ward, who has known Ibara for almost
five years and has been dating him for nearly as long, didnt w:uu to be d1e center of attention.
The compromise: Place an advertisement in the
Northern Scar.
"I wanted as many people to know this as possible," said
Ihara, a senior computer science major. "I wanted to draw
as many eyes to chis as possible."
For Page 9 of Friday's Scar, Ihara purchased a $300
black-and-white, 3-by-S-inch ad to ask Ward, a senior psychology major, to marry him - and co root for the Huskies.
"She knew I was going to ask her eventually," Ihara said,
who was warned not to propose in a public place. "So, of
course I was going co do that."
READ NOREATWWW. NORTH ER NSTAR.INFO

ONLINE POLL
This week we ask our readers to choose from one of
our suggestions for a theme for next year's
Homecoming.
A) Yaaarrrgh! Let's plunder some booty at EIU.
8) The thrill of victory, the agony of defeat. The wide

world of sports at EIU.

Q Storybook Village, fun for ages 7 to God only knows.

COLIN M c AULIFFE/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Patrick Janson, a junior industrial technology major, attempts to hit the 11-ball ino the corner pocket during a game of cut-throat Tuesday
evening in Ford Hall.

COUNTING
DOWN

WTF?

PEOPLE

Mary Poppins has a vote

Duran Duran at it again

DEFIANCE, Ohio - Elections officials knew something was wrong when they got voter registration cards
for Mary Poppins, Dick Tracy, Michael Jordan and
George Foreman.
They notified the Defiance County sheriff, who
arrested Chad Staton on Monday on a felony charge of
submitting phony voter registration forms.
Investigators also were looking into allegations that he
was paid with cocaine in exchange for his efforts.
Staton, 22, had fraudulently filled out more than
100 voter registration forms, Sheriff David Westrick
said.
"Staton was to be paid for each registration form
that he could get cicizens to fill out," the sheriff said.
"However, Seaton himself filled out the registrations
and returned chem to tlle woman who hired him from
Toledo."

They played the obligatory classics: "Hungry Like the
Wolf' and "Girls on Film." But when Simon Le Bon
ripped into the chorus of the new single "(Reach Up for
tl1e) Sunrise," the sun suddenly illuminatedTimes Square
as if to officially mark a new day for Duran Duran.
The British quintet once created a fun hysteria that was
compared co the Beatles', and they are largely credited for
ushering in tlle music video age with their innovative and
exotic clips. Still, until recently, they oouldn't buy the sort
of publicity they' re now enjoying.
"We are really pleased to be back in the history books
where for a while it looked as though we were being written out of tllem," Le Bon told The Associated Press, commencing on the lifetime Achievement award MTV
finally bestowed upon the video pioneers lase year and the
sudden excitement over Duran Duran's 12tl1 album,
"Astronaut."

Visi ting everyone's favorite children's books.

WORD
DU JOUR
natatorium
1 . a swimming

pool, especially one

TODAY'S EVENTS
2:30 P.M. CH.UJ.ESTON/M.UTOH ROOM IN
"The Aliens: Being a FQreign Student• A film exploring the challenges of study in America.
STUDENT SEN4TE M EETING

CORRECTIONS

UNION

1 P.M,

PUCE OF EVENT

1 P.M.

EDUCATION CENTal OF SAlwt BUSH

Weekly meeting.
locAL CANDIDATE foRUM

lJNCDLN

local candidates field questions from public.

See any mistakes? Let us know

EASTERN NEWS

The Daily Eastern News is produced by the
students of Eastern Illinois University. It is
published daily Monday through Friday, in
Charleston, 111., during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vacations or examinations. Subscription price:
$50 per semester, $30 for summer, $95 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in
this paper.

tomorrow

that is indoors.

D) Your themes suck, let someone else do it.
VOTE @THEDAILYEASTERNNEWS.COM
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HAVE A SUGGESTION?

Ifyou have any suggescions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Dairy .Eastern News, feel free to
oontact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail
mmeinheic@yahoo.com.
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Let us know if you find a factual
error in The News so we can provide
the correct information to other readers. C.Ontact the editor at 581-2812 or
mmeinheic@yahoo.com.
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FACULTY SENATE

Professors discuss
politics and the media
8v GREGORY M CELROY
STAFF WRITER

A five-member panel of Eastern
faculty talked about their views on
the presidential debates Tuesday.
The professors each spoke about
the presidential race and debates as to
how it relates to their respective professions.
Annette Samuels, associate journalism professor, answered questions
about the elections in regards to journalism.
One audience member asked why
the media has done a poor job in covering the elections.
"The media has to be careful in not
being bias in covering the stories because
they are people as wdl and they also have
the right to vote just like you," Samuels

said to the group of about 30 in actendance in Lunpkin Hall. "No one is obligated to read USA Today or the New lark
Trmes to learn what is going on."
Professors of other studies also
weighed in on the subject of media
and politics.
"People already have their irnpres-sion of what political party each station is in already," said Barbara Poole,
political science professor. "People
think CNN is Republican and CBS is
Democratic and so on. So they have
to be aware that they are journalists
and cannot show that they are taking
sides."
Poole also talked about the election
as it pertains to women's issues, social
and civil rights.
"Hopefully, we were trying to put
out some detailed infurmation about

LAURA MILEN /lHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
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how each candidate is running their
race," said Kevin Anderson, political
science professor. "There is so much

Republicans gather to rally support

separation between the Democratic
and Republican parties based on the
elections in 2000."

Anderson said people are intense
about this election and are seeing new
strategies to get people to vote.

CITY COUNCIL

Council pass ordinance, approves bids

BRIAN G ARllAN
STAFF WRITER

MICHAEL SCHROEDER

Eastern's College Republicans held a rally
Tuesday night in Lumpkin Hall to promote
their ideals to the public and introduce local candidates.
Teresa Righter, a circuit judge candidate for
the 5th Judicial Circuit ofColes County, opened
the rally.
Righter has more than 22 years of legal experience, including seven as an appointed associate
judge in whid1 she has practiced in criminal,
civil, family and juvenile courts.
State's attorney candidate Rob Miller, who
works part-time for Eastern as an attorney in the
civil rights office, spoke about individual liberties, the government and the war on drugs.
Although Republican State Representative
Chapin Rose and Michael Neal, Coles County
Republican Chairman, were both unable to
attend because of prior obligations, Kristin
Dorsey, president of the College Republicans,
was happy with the speakers.
"I was hoping more people from the community would be here. You could always have
more," Dorsey said of the 35 people who came
to the ral~~
Lucas Quast, co-vice president of the College
Republicans, said Republicans believe in the
ability of the citizens
"You control your life. You don't need America
to hold your hand," he said to the group.
A cable was set up outside the auditorium to
distribute literanire on local Republican candi-

CITY EDITO R

LAURA Ml LEN/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
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dates and to encourage srudents to join the
College Republicans.
"I want to join a campus organization, and
I'm interested in the party," said Edward Tjaden,
a junior political science major.
A door-to-door promotion of the candidates
will be held at 7 a.m. Saturday at the Coles
County Republican Headquarters in Charleston.
The group will also host a meeting at 5:30
p.m. Tuesday in the Effingham Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr University Union.

City Council member Lorelei Sims rescinded
her objection, allowing the Historic Preservation
Ordinance to pass.
The area of the ordinance that had disagreement was whether the resident of the homes
must approve for the home to become a historical landmark. Sims objected because she feared
that under the language the owner could stop
the process by just simply not doing anything.
The city attorney reworked the language of
the clause, however. Sims said the new language
was more confusing, so she called the mayor and
told him that she would withdraw her objection
allowing the original ordinance to go through.
Sims said she talked to residents and other
council members, and "after seeing committee
members working on it for three years, although
it wasn't perfect, it was 98 percent good, and that
was better than nothing."
In other matters Mayor Dan Cougill took
time to thank the the homecoming committee
and aH residents and snidents for a successful
homecoming parade with no major incidents.
"We had three bands; we hope to keep adding
more and more bands and get it to what it once
was," Cougill said.
He said that Eastern President Lou Hencken
had called two of the three bands, and they had
said that they were 'very appreciative and planning on coming back.'

"We're just being conservative
right now."
C URT BUESCHER, DIRECTOR OF P UBLIC WORKS

In other news the council approved received
bids for two different projects, rejecting one and
accepting the other.
The lowest bid for the sandblasting and painting of the waste water treatment plant was
$ 19, 174 but was voted down by the council at
the suggestion of Curt Buescher, the director of
public works.
He said that the city had to just replace the
rough on the waste water treatment plant, and
because of these and other unexpected costs, it
was best to hold off the work until next spring.
"We're just being conservative right now," he said.
The city did approve a $31,422.20 bid from
Brown traffic products Inc. from Davenport,
Iowa to replace the remaining street lights in
Charleston with Light Emitting Diode lights.
Cougill said the lights, which the city already
has at the intersection of 9th street and Lincoln
Avenue, are much brighter and are cost-saving
due to lower maintenance.
The city also approved to close streets around
the square fur the both the Kiwanis Club
Halloween parade on Saturday Oct. 30 and for
Christmas in the Heart of Charleston on Dec. 4.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON BY GIA HYOS

Less is more for
some students

] AMIE MCGHEE

SENIOR, MATH
EDUCATION MAJOR

McGhee is a
copy editor and
guest columnist
for TheDaily
Eastern News.

Charleston has no restaurants, I swear. The best
thing I've found so far is the spaghetti at Pagliai's, buc
that's pretty much it.
And a place co see a good flick? Forget abouc it; I
thought chat Showplace 16 in Rockford was small
until the best option I had for a movie theater was
Showplace 8.
This year has definitely taught me co cook better
food and rent movies more often. Bue Eastern has
more co offer than what meets the e-te·
Believe me, I would know. My first two years of
college were spent at Illinois Stace University in
Normal. This school consisted of abouc 20,000 tmdergrads, and there were enough restaurants, stores, theaters and shopping malls to keep the average college
girl happy.
Then I transferred to the University of Illinois in
Urbana-Champaign in which I completed my junior
year. As most people know, chis mammoth-sized university consists of about 40,000 undergrads and three
large quads. UIUC offered the same things ISU did,
plus an abundance of foreign restaurants and bars.
Oh, my God, the bars.
Transferring co Eastern for my senior year was not
an easy cask. You're probably thinking, "Jeez., why did
chis girl transfer so many rimes?" Well, that's another
article for another day. The point is, I was leaving all
chat Champaign had co offer behind me. I thought
all of my shopping, dining and
partying days were over. Bue I've
come co realize chat it's the best
decision I've ever made.
ISU was good; I have nothing
bad to say about the school. Ir
offered a little of everyclung to ics
smdents. But UIUC was a terrible university, especially being a
math education major.
Ir has an awful program for
chose of us who plan on teaching,
which is the opposite of what I
can say about Eastern.
Noc only that, bur UIUC was crap when it came co
advisors and student aid of any kind. The teachers
didn't care how effeccively the-t taught their courses, as
long as the university paid for their research projects or
airplane tickets to their excavation sites.
Eascern's transfer department was the most helpful
source for me when I came here. Noc only did Rita
Pearson answer all of my questions, buc if she couldn't
help me with something, she made sure she got me in
touch with someone who could.
The financial aid office was patient with all my
questions and explained things slowly and thoroughly.
The rec center here is oscar-worchy compared to those
of both ISU and UIUC.
Most importantly, though, is that the professors
here are absolutely amazing. Gosh, I almost forgot
what it was like co make eye-contact with chem or
hear things like, "Jamie, you look confused. Is there
somecliing you're not getting?"
OK, so Eastern is good, but what about cl1e city of
Charleston in general? Well, ic's got a Wal-Marc for all
of your college needs. Go cloches-shopping on the
weekends you go home. Restaurants? I don't know
about you, but I think I could save both the money
and the weight-gain, anyway.
Bars? There are more than enough, and if you don't
chink so, you should cut back on the alcohol-intake,
you lush.
I am so proud co be getcing a Bachelor's degree
from Eastern, and I plan on recommending chis
school to many of my future students. I have no
doubt that it will help them to enjoy college life as
much as it has helped me to enjoy mine.

"I almost forgot what it
was like to make
e)49-contact with them or
hear things like, 'Jamie,
you look confused. Is
there something you're
not getting?"'
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EDITORIAL

Convocation should not be forced
Faculty Laureate Nancy Marlow gave eight
helpful rules to incoming students at
Convocation in August; try something new,
make the most of your opportunities and get
involved, to name a few.
All of these are important and should be
done by new students ac Eastern: so important that at Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting
the senate approved a motion 11-1 for students enrolled in cl1e University Foundations
course to attend.
"College is cl1e first rime many students are
away from home, and I feel convocation secs
an acadeniic cone for these smdents," Fischer

drw1k drivers. Some people still do ic.

At issue
Having
convocation
mandatory for
freshmen in
Un iversity
Foundations.

Our stanc:e
Convocation
should not be
mandatory
because it
won't be
influential
enough no
matter what the
message is.

said in his proposal in lase week's meeting.
Fischer is right, but how much does this

They also teach studems who choose not co
abstain from sex to be safe and use condoms.
Some people still don't use them.
Part of being in college is learning both the
bad and the good that come with being on
our own. That comes from experience, not
from someone standing at a podium and
telling them.
Those who wane co go out and party every
night of the week will do so. Those who want to
join extra-curricular activities will do so.
It's cl1at sintple, and not even cl1e most convincing speaker could prevent cl"Jac smdenc from
doing what he or she wanes.
Those who still wish to receive the guidance

speech, no matter how effective the speaker, actually get

of the top faculty members should still take advantage

to the smdents.

of convocation, because ic does offer good guidelines to

With che college age group, it is normally in one ear
and out the other. Many will do as they see fit as long
they are having a good rime.

a healthy and successful college life.
But making it mandatory for students to attend is just
not going to get the message across.

In high school they teach students not co drink and
drive by showing chem horrible car accidents caused by

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily &tern News editorial board.

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
BUSH LOGIC IS FLAWED
In three weeks, less than 50 percent
of us will go co the polls co vote on our
foture. We don't need to hear another
"no blood for oil," hippie argument
against Bush.
We've heard cl1e same fu.cts over and
over. Iraq had nothing to do with
9/11, and Iraq was not a threat to us
and llad no ability to attack us. But
the face is that more than I, 100 US
soldiers and more than 50 US contractors would still be alive, and more
chan 12,000 would not )lave been
wounded or injured if it wasn't for

President Bush and his cabinet.
Billions of dollars spent on the war
could have gone for education and
healthcare in America instead of in
Iraq. That money could have been
spent keeping America safe instead of
making Iraq into cl1e haven of terrorism the war was supposed co prevent.
Ir must be perfectly clear co everyone: chis was a war that the Bush
administration started, not Saddam
Hussein. Anyone who believes dlat
Bush is the only one who can handle
the mess cl1ac he made is totally
divorced from reality.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters
to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate

I personally don't care about the
war being a war for oil or money or
revenge. I care tl1ac billions ofour dollars are going co rebuild another country while our country is decaying
around us.
To vote for Bush simply because he
is a pious Christian is co ignore the
fact chat he is taking money away
from our children while sending chem
co die in cl1e desert. Please, they
deserve more than chat.
M ICHAEL KtEEN

SENIOR PH ILOSOPHY MAJOR

their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed . We reseNe the right to edit letters for length.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to

mmeinheit@yahoo.com.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Local candidates to hold forum
MICHAEL SCHROEDER

Community Forum

CnY EDITOR

+Who: Local candidates for
Local candidates for state's attorney,
coroner and several county board
positions will gather to answer questions from the public regarding their
race for county offices.
The forum will take place tonight
at 7:00 in the Education C.Cnter of the
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health C.Cnter.
The candidates will be "seated at a
cable up front, and each candidate will
introduce themselves and briefly say
something," Cindy Titus, executive
director of the Charleston Chamber
of Commerce, said.
Following brief opening statements, che candidates will answer
questions chat are submitted from che
audience and read by che moderator,
Tints said.
Jeff Lynch, associate dean of the
college of Arcs and Humanities at
Eastern, will be moderating the event,
Corrine Lynch of the Coles County
League of Women Voters said.
The League of Women Voters is
cosponsoring chis event wich che
American Association of University
Women and both the Charleston and
Mattoon Chambers of Commerce
Joyner said anybody can submit a
question for the candidates co answer.
Throughout the debate they can write
their question on a note card, and
then it will screened before che moderator reads ic co the candidates.
This forum is typical of what che
four groups do for all local election,
Tints said.

state's attorney, coroner &
county board positions

+ What: Q & A

Forum

+When: Tonight, 7 p.m.

+ Where: Education Center of
the Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Center

+Why:To answer community
members' questions

"We will probably be involved in
Spring for the mayoral and city council election," she said.
The first hour of the forum will
consist of che state's attorney candidates and county coroner coroner
candidates. Steve Ferguson, a democrat and the incumbent, is being challenged by Republican candidate Rob
Miller and Independent Todd
Reardon for the scace's attorney posioon
Meanwhile, for Coles County
Corner, Republican Greg Epperson is
challenging incumbent Democrat
Mike Nichols.
Following these cwo races, the county board candidates for four local districts will answer questions for an hour.
Earl Volkman and Shane Rogers are
running for County Board District 5,
while Don Tichenor and Jan Eads are
running for District 9. In District 10,
Carl Furey and Joy Russell are running, while Pac Black and John Bell
are competing for District 11.

PHOTOS BY MICHELLE ARNOLDffHE
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9 - 6 p.m.
Nov. 8 - 12
Bookstore Lobby
$4 Undergrads

$5 Seniors
Call

581

-

2812

for appt.

Groups Get 20°/o of your members to take
photos get a free group photo in yearbook
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LIFE SKILLS WORKSHOP SERIES

FACULTY SENATE

Workshop deals with
roommate problems

Budget, convocation requirements fill agenda

8v

LINDSEY D UNTON

ACTIVITIES REPORTER

Eastern's Counseling Center will be
presenting "Can I Trade my
Roommate?" as part of the center's
Life Skills Workshop series for this
semester.
"Fighting with a roommate is completely normal," said Christopher
Lootens, a graduate student in clinical
psychology. "There are a lot of things
to do like speaking to an RA, visiting
the counseling center because it is
included in students' fees and attending the workshop."
Lootens will
be speaking
Wednesday about communication
skills and coping with roommate
problems.
"I have had a bad roommate," said
Alexis Barnett, a junior psycl1ology
major. "We never talked because we
didn't have much in common and it
was uncomfortable to be living with
someone that I never spoke to."
Barnett ended up changing roommates which solved the dilemma.
"She found someone that she got
along better with so she moved in
with her and I got a roommate that I
got along better with," Barnett said.
"The situation ended up working out
in the end."
Difficulties with roommates can
get better, but they can also remain
the same if students don't take
acnon.

"One of my roommates always had
her boyfriend in the room all the
time," said Alison Cordes, a sophomore pre-nursing major. "H e was like
a thitd roommate and I had no say in
it. We ended up fighting and ignoring
each other and the problem never got
resolved."
Ir is better to live with a friend
rather than a stranger, Cordes said.
One of the first people involved in
fixing roommate problems is the res-ident assistant on the floor.
"Usually RAs deal with small things
like messy rooms and visitors staying
over too late," said Beth Allen, an elementary education major and RA at
Lincoln Hall.
Allen refers to the contract the students signed at the beginning of the
year and if that does not work she
makes out a new contract to get them
to compromise.
"If it is something like a messy
room, then we could say something
like cleaning the room every two
weeks and if it is a problem like visitors then we could make a time limit
fur having guests over," Allen said.
"The last resort would be putting the
student in a different room."
Students who currently have a bad
roommate or are worried about
roommates in tl1e forure can attend
the workshop at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the Effingham Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr
University Union.

LINDSEY CHOY/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
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Cooley said the numbers had to be
changed to meet IBHE's suggested
changes.
"We adjust to what the board
approved," he said.
Out of the more than $85 million,
Cooley said salaries will cost about $62
million, and fixed costs will take out
about $15 million, which will leave
less than $10 million fur other uses.
"That shows you how much we
have to play with out here, and it's not
much," Cooley said.
Shonkwiler said the salary increase
is marked at $2. l million and $1 million for new faculty.
After some discussion, the senate
created a budget sub-<:<>mrnittee made
up ofsenate members to have meetings
with Cooley about senate suggestions.
"Our kind of university is becoming an endangered species," said Chair
of Faculty Senate David Carpenter.
"Every year we struggle witl1 the
budget," he said. 'Tm very concerned
about next year."

B Y B RIAN O'MALLEY

STAFFWRll'ER

Jeff Cooley, vice president fur business affairs, presented the budget
Tuesday for fiscal year 2005 to the
Faculty Senate.
Cooley said much of the numbers in
tl1e budget are educated guesses because
tl1e budget is being submitted early.
"We are submitting this budget
request about 18 months early," Cooley
said. "We really are crystal balling."
The final appropriation for the
budget after going through Eastern's
Board of Tnistees and the Illinois
Boatd of Higher Education is set at
more than $85 million with an increase
of 4.2 percent from tl1e 2004 budget.
"The general revenue fund as ofJuly
1 is set at more than $47 million, which
is the same appropriation as last year,"
said Jim Shonkwiler, director ofbudgets.
The income fond was approved by
the BOT on June 23, 2003 at more
tlian $37 million.

The men of l:Il would like to thank
our former sweetheart

Miss Khnm9 O,i;arell l:K

We've

The Faculty Senate voted 11- 1
approving a motion that will require
freshmen in University Foundations
courses to attend Convocation, which
is an event to welcome freshman.
'This will make it mandatory fur
freshman to go to this event," said Bud
Fischer, senate member. "It's not all freshman, but a significant amount of them."
Fischer said the Foundations course
discusses study habits and awareness
of drugs and alcohol.
'There's not a ton related to academic issues," he said. "That's the area
I'd like to see beefed up."
Senate member John Pommier said
making convocation mandatory
would be too strict.
"I disagree with it being mandatory," Pommier said. "There are a lot of
programs that aren't required but
strongly recommended. Maybe that
would work better here."
The Faculty Senate meets at 2 p.m.
Tuesdays
in
Booth
Library
Conference Room 4440.

diSC 0 vere d a new way of Uving.
It's caHed Camp US Poin·t e EIU.
1

1

1

1

and congratulate

Miss Jill Rlaclcium A <I>
for being our new sweetheart

" An EIU Tradit ion"
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International
students will share
experiences
8v KATE KON ECZNY
STAFF WRffER

Eastern's Internacional Programs Office and Diversity Affairs
Committee of the Smdent Senate are sponsoring the EIU intermonthly forum today feanuing the short film, "The Aliens: Being
a Foreign Student."
The film explores the challenges facing international students
while attending higher education in the United States.
According to Sue Songer, international student adviser, the
movie not only "gives Americans an understanding of how a person new to the United States feels," but it also "plays on the
unpleasant term 'alien,' which is the status given to the international smdents by the government."
Amanda Brockman, a sophomore English education major,
plans on attending the furum and said, "I think it will be interesting to get the non-American perspective of an international smdent at Eastern."
Brockman, who is interested in snidying abroad someday,
thinks the movie will help "open her eyes to the struggles of living
abroad."
After the film a panel of six Eastern snidents from countries
including India, Nigeria and Thailand will answer questions
regarding their experience as international students.
''Anyone from the audience can ask questions," said Anu
Pradhan, an international graduate student in political science.
Only a rew countries will be represented in the panel, even
though Eastern has students from 41 difrerent cotmtries, Pradhan
said.
The fomm, which begins at 2:30 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Marrin Luther King Jr.
University Union, is open to all faculty, staff, students and community members.
Bill Elliott, interim director of Internacional Admissions, said it
is important for people to tmderstand the hardships international
students experience when trying to adjust to American culnire.
"We hope the staff, fuculty and students will come," Elliott said
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Sanity trial opens for Illinois teen in triple slaying
THE AssoclATED P RESS

RICHLAN D CENTER, Wts. - An
Illinois teen gunned down his parents and
uncle at a rural Wisconsin farmhouse but
was mentally ill when he did it, his attorney said Tuesday in opening statements of
his sanity trial.
Steven M. Tomporowski, 18, of
Westchester, Ill., changed his plea earlier
to guilty on three counts of first-degree
intentional homicide in the slayings Feb.
15 at the rural southwestern Wtsconsin
farmhouse that his grandfather used as a
second home.
But the teen also pleaded not guilty by
reason of mental disease or defect and
waived his right to a jury trial, defense
lawyer John Wabaunsee said.
As a result, Richland County Circuit
Judge Edward l .eineweber is hearing the
case and will decide whether
Tomporowski was mentally responsible
for his actions.
After the shootings, the victims were
covered with blankets, toys were set on or
near them and notes were left behind asking that the bodies be cremated, according to the criminal complaint.
"H e killed his parents. We admit that.
But he was beginning to develop a serious
mental illness before and during February
2004," Wabaunsee said.
His first witness, psychologist Diane
Lytton, concluded that the teen suffers
from schizophrenia and as a result was
unable to conform his actions to the law,
he said.
But District Attorney Andrew Sharp
tried to refi.tte the possibility that the teen
was insane when he killed his relatives.

STATE.
BRIEFS,,
"There's a tendency to want to believe
he's mentally ill because otherwise there's
nothing to say it couldn't be any one of
our children - too scary," Sharp said.
Tomporowski sat in court with his
hands in his lap, wearing an orange prisoner jumpsuit and with a scraggly beard.
H e has remained jailed in lieu of $1 million bond.

OFFICERS NABBED AS FEDS
ROLL UP DRUG RING
CHICAGO - Two customs and border protection officers and 18 others
were charged in a federal complaint
unsealed Tuesday with being part of a
drug ring that smuggled millions of dollars in heroin, cocaine and marijuana
from Mexico to American cities.
Eleven of those charged, including
customs officers at Midway Airport,
were swept up in Chicago Monday night
and Tuesday.
Four others were taken into custody
in California and Colorado as part of
Operation Money Clip, federal officials
said. Five are fugitives.
"We've successfully plugged a significant pipeline of drugs to Chicago and
halted the flow of cash back to the suppliers," said Richard W. Sanders, special agent in charge of the Chicago
office of the Drug Enforcement
Administration.
Federal officials said the investigation
began with a 2003 traffic stop in Texas

when lawmen seized $2.2 million and
led to wiretaps in Los Angeles and
Chicago. The investigation into drug
smuggling and money laundering that
followed in several states has resulted in
83 arrests, according to the DEA.

SCIENTISTS RELIEVED THEY
DON'T FIND N. SNAKEHEAD
C H ICAGO - A search Tuesday of a
Chicago harbor where a northern
snakehead was caught came up empty,
to the relief of scientists who were concerned that Lake Michigan had been
invaded by a voracious fish that can
devastate freshwater ecosystems.
"This is a good sign that we didn't
catch any," said Philip Willink, a fish
biologist with Chicago's Field Museum
who checked six traps and nets in
Burnham H arbor. "It means that
maybe someone dumped one in the
lake."
Pulled from the water were several
Chinook salmon and other species,
including a zebra mussel and a few
round gobies _ both of which are invasive species already firmly established in
the Great Lakes.
Willink said experts from the Field
Museum and the Army Corps of
Engineers will continue to scour the
lake at least through the end of the
week in search of the snakehead. But,
he said, the longer they go without
finding the fish the more likely that the
18-inch fish caught by an angler recently was simply dumped out of an aquarium by someone who got tired offeeding it and didn't want to kill it.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

ROOMMATES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SUBLESSORS

Cute efficiency, close to campus.

Girls, furnished houses for 'OS

Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3

Roommate needed for 3 BR apt

Sublease spring/summer 200S. 1

10, 000 COSTUMES plus wigs,

$325 per month. All utilities

' 06. 10 month leases, off street

BR apts. available for second

on 4th St. Large furnished apt,

bedroom, 2nd and Lincoln.

hats, makeup, beads, bache

paid. Male only. No smoking.

parking, no pets, close to cam

semester. Call 345 6000

lorette & gag gifts! GRAND

pus. 345 5048

00

own BR with vanity. $2SS plus
utilities. (630) 430 0224

Garage parking. Price nego

No pets. 345 3232 days.

ti able. Call 630 294 011 0

BALL 609

Newly remodeled two bedroom

10/20

10127

00

1012 1
For Rent 05 06: 1st house across

2 and 3 BR furnished apts for

apartments

Female roommate needed for 5 bed

Sub lessor needed for Spring

from Lantz Gym on 2nd st with

' OS '06, no pets, trash included.

nished, parking, laundry, FREE

room house on 6th Street, ne'Nly

200S in 1 room in a 5 bedroom

porch swing, 6 bedrooms, 2.S

Call 34S S048

DSL Fast internet, $490. 913

renovated. Call 217 8SS 6460

townhouse,

bathrooms, 2 kitchens, W&D,

00

freezer, 10 month lease, 3 at

Affordable, spacious.

$20S, 4 at $22S. 345 6868

the square. $299, includes heat,

10122

gas, water, trash.

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES

2171. 9am

BR On
Dave 34S

11 am

NOW SHOWING FOR FALL

00

complexly

fur

and 91 7 4th St. 235 040S or
317308S.

10/22

00

house w/male EIU Students.

Rooms for rent. Two guys need

Lease ending S/3 1/04. Call 348

three roommates. House west of

0614, leave message.

square. AC, washer, dryer. Phone

Available

,APT,

HOUSES

Bedroom Apts. Ex cond, Next to

00

AVAILABLE 345 6210,549 02 12

EIU Student Rec. Parking & Trash

VERY AFFORDABLE: Now leas

www.eiprops.com

included. No pets. 34S 7286.

ing 1,2,and 3 bedroom apart

www.jwilliamsrentals.coy

ments, three bedroom house. All

Blue, auto and air. High miles.

within two blocks of campus.

Runs well. $1 ,000. O.B.O. 348

Call 34S S373 or 549 SS93

6261

DUPLEX&

10122

Now

Spacious

For Rent: Duplex 2 bedroom,

2

00

w/d, water, trash, furnished,

Spacious

2

BR

apt

w/CA,

paid. 345 S088.

10126

10122

washer/dryer, hot tub for more

OPEN TUES., WED., THURS.,
AND FRI. 11 5 P.M AND SAT. 12

1112

S P.M CRAZY CLOTHES, CRAZY
ACCESSORIES

LOST & FOUND

AND

CRAZY

WORKERS. HAIHA! CASH OR
CHECK ONLY. 345 1467

34S 966S

Lost a Verizon Samsung 670 flip

FOR SALE

cover phone. Reward if returned.
348 6Sl 6

10128
THE BODY SHOP:
ANY

tanning

coupon.

1998 Dodge Neon Sport. Sedan.

PERSONALS

$5.00 off

package

with

10 hottest beds in

town! Call 348 TANS
10129

ATIENTION ALL GRADUAT

#1 SPRING BREAK WEB SITE!
Lowest prices guaranteed. Book

00

10/2 1

ING SENIORS! If you are inter

AVAIL. JAN 05 2 BR furn. apt.

For Sale: Nearly new XBox.

ested in a yearbook of your sen

11 people, get 12th trip free!

stove/fridge, water and trash

$3SO. Phone 345 7244.

2617.
SPENCE'S AT 722 JACKSON

00

200S 2,3, 4,5,6, 7 BEDROOMS

Charleston.

in room vanity,

info call 630 803 47S6

Roommate needed to share

Sixth,

Open 12 6 T F, 10 2 Sat. 34S

BEDROOM

00

with stove, refrig., microwave,

Includes XBox, 2 controllers,

ior year, and are not sure how to

Group

TWO

www.jwi II iamsrental s.coy

ac. Trash pd. 2003 S. 12th St. Ph.

memory pad and nine XBox

pick it up, come to the Student

www.SpringBreakDiscounts.co

BEDROOM/TWO BATHROOM

CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR

348 7746

games. Call for more informa

Publications office, room 1802

m 800 838 8202.

APARTMENT.

NEXT APARTMENT.

tion. S49 1084

Buzzard Hall, and for only $6
we will mail you a copy in the

#1

OS 06 '

5,4,3, 2

HOUSES.

REASONABLE

Leasing

00

now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good

AVAIL. JAN OS 1 BR new, Apt.

discounts

for

6+

12113

11/ 1

locations, nice apartments, off

wl stove, refrig., microwave,

10/22
Pair of Pioneer and Max Power

Fall when they are published.

Cancun,

200S 2006 6 bedroom house, 2

street parking, trash paid. No

dishwasher, washer and dryer.

12" sub woofer 1200 w with or

Call 581 2812 for more informa

Costa Rica, Bahamas & Florida.

bath,

pets. 345 7286.

Trash pd. 117 W. Polk Ph. 348

without box. negotiable. call

lion.

Campus reps wanted! Free meals

7746.

Sl 2 9152

348 S032

furnished,

W&D,

pd.

garbage & water, $2SO/mo., 10

00

mo. lease, females only. 708
341 3940

House close to campus for 3 to 4

11/ 1

00

10/2S

students. Two bathrooms, wash

Small 2 bedroom house, wash

93 Mazda Protege DX 4 cyl.

er/dryer, low utilities. 3480614.

er,dryer.

required. $425 month. Call after

auto, ac, cd excellent mechani
cal condition $1700.00 217

S:OO. 34S 3178.

S49 4666

VILLAGE RENTALS: Renting for
200S 2006.

00

Furnished

Houses/Apartments.

For Fall 'OS 1, 2,and 3 bedrooms
for close to campus. 4 locations

123

Bedroom Near Campus. Call for
an appointment
(2 17) 345
2S 16

Equal

00

No

pets.

Deposit

10/22

10/26

to choose from. Call 34S 6533
00

Housing

CAMPUS CLIPS

BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3

Opportunity.

BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR
11/ 1

FALL 04 OS. PLENTY OF OFF

EPSILON SIGMA ALPH A: Chapter meeting tonight at S:30 p.m. in the

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS: 1

STREET PARKING, WATER AND

Charleston/Mattoon room of the Union.

unit available now. Also showing

TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 34S

for Spring and Fall 'OS. Fully fur

1266

nished,free parking. For ques

IJJeN.ewflork
limes
Crossword

Autumn at 348 1479
11 11 S
PAN THER

PADS

has

fff£ PA/LY !ASTEKN
NEWS

1,2,3,4,6,7,8, 9 and 11 bed
room, unfurnished houses for

IS LOOKINO FOR HARV

rent for 200S 2006 1 2 blocks

WORKIN~

from campus. CLEAN and WELL

WRITERS, ,WHO ARE

Wlw.IN&

MAINTAINED. $320/person/mo.
12 mo. lease. NO pets. Call 345
3148

or

check

us

out

at

www.pantherpads .coy.
11 119
For 200S 2006.

Luxury apart

ments, townhouses, and student
rental houses all excellent loca
lions.

Prices vary.

For more

TO &ET DIRTY.

/ 'P~ft:s£~\

NQUIRE: :
l CALL l
\ 81-2812 L
i

information call us at 345 0652
or

look

us

up

at

www.myeiuhome.coy
00

Advertise
a classified ad
581 2812

& part.iesl 1 800 234 7007 end
lesssummertours. com
12113

·-------------------·

! WANTED !
I
I
I
I
I
I

THE DAilY EAsrERN NEWS is looking for cicy and student
government editors. Applications are available in the Student
Publications newsroom, 1811 Buzzard Hall. Ask for Matt
Meinheit or call 581-2812. Journalism experience preferred.

Edited by Will Shortz

ACROSS
1 Son of Judah

25 Radio host's
breakup line?

57 Farmer's
breakup line?

s "Ba-da-_!"

32 Audiophile's
shelfful

62 Breakfast sizzler

9 Clearly

35 One way to go
to a party

63 Korea's
Syngman _

36 "I understand,
sir!"

64 Retin-A treats it

14 Baseball's
Hideo

65 Rod-shaped
germ
37 Cupid's counterpart
66 Till slot
16 Like CroMagnon man, to 39 Tease
67 John Astin's
us
actor son
41 First name in
17 Got down
68
They're vermystery
boten
18 Keaton's "Mr.
42 Easy to pre69 Thai restaurant
Mom" co-star
pare, say
cookware
19 Struck from the 45 Accurse
70 Rice-shaped
Bible?
pasta
48 Get-up-and-go
20 Narcissist's
breakup line?
49 Astronaut's
DOWN
breakup line?
1
Sign
in a station
23 Fix, as old
shoes
52 1988 Meg Ryan 2 Nick of "The
Puzzle by steve Jones
film
Deep•
24 San Francisco's
13 White alternative
Hill
53 Cotton Bowl city 3 Out of place
21 Arena yells
4 "Later!"
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
22 Smidgen
5 Center of a cir26 Pencil holder
cus
27 •zounds!"
6 "Because
so!"
28 Ball holder

15 Words with a
nod

7 Fictional Wolfe
8 "-ing" word
9 Gaffer's aide
10 Traditional
Thanksgiving
dish

Plain and Simple.

Jamaica, Acapulco,

I
I
I
I
I
I

·-------------------·

00

lions and appointments call

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Spring Break Vacations!

29 Org. for
boomers, now
30 Singer Lovett
31 Stay fresh
32 Filmmaker
Riefenstahl

No. 0908

38 Light source

54 Football factory
worker

40 Old Navy's parent, with "The" 55 Ball's partner
43 France's patron
56 Pool member of
old
44 It might make
you short of
breath
57 Baylor's city
46 March _
(47-Down tourney)
47 School sports
org.

58 B-school subj.
59 Electrical unit
60 "This can't be!"

Word on a gift
..,.....,,,...,,_ _ 11 tag

33 Figurehead's
place

50 Peter of Peter,
Paul and Mary

__.__.._...._..__, 12 Old, to Oskar

34 Crash site?

51 Rio Grande city 62 Rose's home

61 Pay period
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FDA searches worldwide for more flu vaccine
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON - Federal healch officials
said Tuesday chac 2.6 million additional doses
of flu vaccine will be available in January, far
fewer chan che 48 million lose co contamination ac a British manufacturing plane.
The shipment also arrives after che dace che
government recommends for vulnerable
Americans to have had their shots.
That makes it unclear how helpful che extra
vaccine doses will be. Most flu seasons peak in
January or later, and ic takes cwo weeks for
people to develop immunity after being vaccinated. People should be vaccinated in
October or November, according to che federal Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
"We' re waging a comprehensive and
aggressive response," Tommy Thompson, secretary of Health and Human Services, told a
news conference. "We have good reason co be
optimistic in our ability to deal with the flu
season and protect che most vulnerable from
its harsh effects."
He said chere was enough antiviral medicine available co treat 40 million people _
shortening illness in people sick with che flu
and preventing illness in healthy people.
Between vaccines and antiviral drugs,
enough medicine will be available to treat 100
million people chis flu season, he said. Federal
authorities have asked that healthy adults
refrain from getting vaccinated to leave
enough for chose at greatest risk: che very
young, the very old and people with chronic
illnesses.

COST OF COLLEGE TUITION
RISES AGAIN
College tuition rose at a somewhat slower
race chis year, climbing 10.5 percent at public
four-year colleges and 6 percent at private
ones, a study found.
Seate budget cuts have forced public colleges to pass on more of their costs to students
in recent years.

ELECTION:
CoNTINUm FROM PACE 1

Wandling said che organization, which has
been around for four or five years, has been
very active chis year wich political functions

NATIONAL
BRIEFS
The College Board reported Tuesday char
che average tuition for in-state students at
four-year public schools is $5,132 this year.
Last year, tuition rose 13 percent, the first
double-digit increase in a decade.
Including room and board, the overall cost
for in-scare students ac four-year public
schools rose 8 percent co $11,354, following a
9 percent increase lase year that was the highest since che early 1980s.
At private four-year colleges, tuition, room
and board rose 6 percent to $27 ,516 chis year,
che College Board said.
Most students do not pay the full sticker
price. If they were co get che same level of sn1dent aid as lase year _ those figures are not yet
available _ the average student would pay
about $8,000 at a public four-year college this
year. For studencs paying only tuicion, d1e
average net cosc is $1,800 _ up sharply from
$1,300 last year.

PRODUCER FILES NEW
ALLEGATIONS AGAINST O'REILLY
NEW YORK - A Fox News Channel producer who filed a sex harassment lawsuit
against calk show hose Bill O'Reilly filed new
accusations Tuesday, alleging she has lost her
job because she complained to Fox about her
alleged mistreatment.
A lawyer for O'Reilly and Fox denied chat
Andrea Mackris has been fired or retaliated
against in any way.
Mackris, 33, said that by Sepe. 29 she had
told top executives of News Corp., parent
company of the Fox News Channel, about d1e
alleged harassment and hostile work environment to which she was subjected while working for O'Reilly's show, "The O'Reilly
Faccor."
Mackris, an associate producer on the

regarding chis year's elections.
"Tomorrow night students from the
Political Science Organization are going to be
helping facilicate che flow of events ac che candidate forum," Wandling said.
The organization is also considering having
a program following the presidential election

DRAINAGE:

show, says in court papers the executives told
her a few days later to call in sick while they
invescigated her complainc. Since Oct. 5,
when Mackris met wich Fox lawyers, Fox officials have not discussed her job status with
her, court papers say.

INTENSE FLAMES SPED
COLUPSE OF TOWER 2
WASHINGTON - Federal investigators
believe che second World Trade Cencer tower
fell much more quickly chan the first because
it faced a more concentrated, incense fire
inside, officials said Tuesday.
The detailed hypothesis was discussed at a
meeting of invescigators wich che National
Instin1te of Standards and Technology, part of
the Commerce Departmenc.
NIST investigators are preparing a report,
to be released later chis year, detailing how
and why che cowers collapsed after being
struck by fuel-filled jetliners on Sept. 11,
2001.
Lead investigator Dr. Shyam Sunder said
Tower 2 collapsed more quickly chan Tower 1
because che fire was more concencraced, weakening sections of interior and exterior support
columns more quickly.
Tower 1 was struck first and stood for 103
minutes, almost twice as long as Tower 2,
which remained standing for only 56 minutes.
"In Tower 2, you had a large concentration
of combustible debris in che northeast corner,
and the fire there was a more persistent fire,"
said Sunder.

SMALL PUNE CRASHES DURING
RAINSTORM IN ATLANTA
ATLANTA - A small plane clipped an
auto-body shop and crashed and burned in a
parking lot Tuesday near che birthplace of
Marcin Luther King Jr., killing both people
aboard.

to discuss che resulcs.
The election was held from 9 a.m. uncil 2
p.m.
The Political Science Association meets a
couple cimes a mooch, Wandling said.
Students who would like more information
or who are interested in joining che organiza-

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER

CoNTINUm FROM PACE 1

After blowing ouc the clog wich their high-pressure jec hose, the city placed a camera into che
pipes to make sure che clog was cleared.
"It is just a remoce-control camera on a licde
power truck chac runs down the sewer line," said
Greg Culp, utilicy superintendent for Charleston
Public Works. "They have a video camera in che
van chat allows chem co see che sewer pipe."
The camera, which cosc approximately
$40,000, couldn't gee around a sharp bend to
determine if the blockage was completely gone,
Culp said.
Greene estimated che clog was about 175 feet
inco the pipe and said Eastern may have to dig
inco che quad and inspect che pipes to make sure
everything was cleared.
"We'll have co waic until it dries so we can dig
ic up," Greene said. "At lease now it can drain;
chat's che main thing."
Rennels said the blockage was caused by a
buildup of leaves.
The sewer pipe was cleared by 10:30 a.m.
Tuesday.

BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER

No one on che ground was hurt.
The cwin-engine Beechcraft had taken off
from the nearby DeKalb-Peachtree Airport
and was headed to Venice, Fla., in a rainstorm
when ic wenc into a nosedive.
The Sarasota Herald-Tribune idencified che
victims as pilot John Ingram, 71, and his wife,
67-year-old Rae Ingran1, of Nokomis, Fla., a
town near Venice.
National Transportation Safety Board
investigator Eric Alleyne said d1e plane sent
out a distress signal, buc he did not know
what caused it co spin ouc of control.
"It was tumbling straight down," said
Malcolm Okosun, who was working on a
construction project a block from the crash
sire downtown.

EIGHT CHILDREN REMOVED FROM
POLYGAMIST FAMILY IN UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY - Ucali child welfare
authorities on Tuesday removed eight children
from a family belonging to a polygamist clan.
The children were taken from John Daniel
Kingston and Heidi Mattingly, who have 11
children, including two ceen girls who have
already been removed from the home. The scare
did noc take che couple's youngest child, a 3monch-old girl, who will remain with
Mattingly.
At issue Tuesday was a petition filed by the
Guardian ad Lltem's office_ an independent
agency that represents children in court _ alleging abuse, neglect and effOrts by che couple to
block access co the children by state case workers.
Carol Sisco, spokeswoman for che Division
of Child and Family Services, refused to comment on the case. Kingston's attorney, Daniel
Irvin, said he was disappointed with Tuesday's
state action but refused further comment.
Mattingly has been investigated by the
agency at least three times since 1994, and
found each time co have neglected her children
by not providing enough supervision or a clean
home.

tion can call Wandling at 581-2523.
"It's open to any students interested in
political science, whether to be as a major, a
minor or neither," Wandling said. "It has both
democrat and republican (members); ic offers
opnons to those interested in political science. "
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Cafdinals in battle Astros pick Mumo, rather than.
In must-win territory Rogei; to plteh Game 6 of NLCS
Rqp i.x char ycxirt pc ID win.•
Gamer aid. .Becwle rm
Par doesn't mean M're gMng this
pmeaway.•
Me bing dwe IUligbr .....
the Cardinals a.urned they'd be fac..
ingOemcm.
"J aw IOIDe CIOIHftWal)' in the
paper, but I kind ol chink bc'U
pnm.. dWd h.marl Soou Rolen
mi adier Tuaday. ·1 think WC all
chink he'll pildt and thm we'll hoc
o.w.lt in c.ne 7, bopr.fully..
Added Game 6 llUtcr Matt
Monia: ~ our pClliliml
..,.. migbr lllha-fice ,_Munro
ada dma • Rap Onnaw. We
lmowhilapteciea-»hnugh.•
iagnodmig...,fiala .....

..ur.

ST. LOUIS - For the fiat time in
a long time, the: St. l..ouit C.anlina!.
an: suddenly in an uo&mjliv mult·

ST. LOUIS - Rqp Clanem
relax. for DOW, J>de Mwuo ii the
~ haoi pa co pidi than
into the 'Wofld Series.
Ahead 3-2 in the NL championship tcria. manaeer Phil Gamer
audied it: the Rocket 00 dwe dayi
rat vs. a journeyman hit baftl t.
~ On the cam flight co St.
Louis, Munro WM cold be wouJd
art G.mc 6Wcdnmday apiDlt the
Cudinals.
•1 gum I wa kind of cwu·
wbdmed.. Munro llid bdOre
1badaf• wodrour at Bud
Scecfium "I'm llll'e dm chq'd ather
ice me chm . . . I mmn. fd
ather ice mc dma ..,_.
lmcad, Onnnwwill be bdd t.l
b • polliYe Gae 7. Or lDIJbe •
art.ill the Wodd Sena~
-rbm m going ID be a lot of
people .,mg do the oppntirr, aan
Rogu.• Gamer aid. "Bur wt. I W
in my gut it what I ~ co do.•
' Ga.ma couJd have lined up
Ocmens and Roy Oswalt to &cc the
Oudinals, bringing bodi back early
in hopes of putting Housron into iu
first World Series.
But the stats aren't fP>d: Sinae
fivc4f?Wl roa:rions becune popular.
pitchcts on three days' rest kll9C about
duce cimcs more than they win in
CID

win prcdicamcnt.

The Cardinals won 105 pma.
one off the· 52-year-dd fnndlile
record. They wett the &r. tam to
clinch a division, wrapping up the
NL <:enual on Sept. 18. They di.
patched the: Dodgers in four pma in
the first round of the pla,.6 and
won the first twe games oi the

Cardinals led the division by leVal
games at the All-Seu break. The a.ishion had grown into a 17-game buJF
00 Sept. 12, six days before they
dinched their fuunb pb.yo6 benh in

NLCS.
five )"Cl1L
Bur elm dominance ii • in die
-nu. tam hat • lot ol heart and
I*'- Tbcy baYe co bat me Hau11ion wive been doing it all yar.. Game 6
Nuot twice, in Gama 6 md 7 GO . ai:a Matt Motria llid. "Hopefully
Wednaday and Th~ m thcy'11t the fuundarion M.W built helps UI
dooe. ~
~--.nm~c!...-·
~116-....
"'Ww-IO''Wimi: • 'ir:
fielder Larry Walker aid. "Iii ~ (If ol the an is a &miliar Wt.g. Hi1 •
nodUng..
been inconsilttnt this ~ widi a
They're DO( parriculadr . . - -4.72 ERA miling the roacioo, n.umor dismayed by their pndicwgmt ben that prornpud rna.mw:r Tony la
The series thus fu bas gone ma-ti•• Russa to bump him co Game 3 of the
to form since the Cardinall bra two divmon series and Game 2 of the
lesser-known pitchers co gier o6 to a NLCS.
fut start a' home and the Amos
5'ill, he won 15 games this }'\21•
an.swcn:d by sweeping dwe llnigbt has 65 victories the last four 1Ca10ns
at their park. the first rwo pmcs aart· and has made the last duce opening
c:d by aces Roy Oswalt and Rqp day St2ltS. He pitched wdJ ill an dim- .
Ocmcns.
inarion game in 2002, a 2-0 Game 5
Now, all the Cardinals~ co do is loss ro San Francisco in the NLCS.
put the home-field advantage m work
"I think che fcding wich chis team
and they'll be in rhe World Series for all year has been chat we'~ been a
the first time in 17 seasons.
team chat should go ro a World Series
wits not over," firsr ba.icinan Albert and compete for a ring." Morris said
Pujols said. · u ntil you get beat four "I chink chat's che diffi:rencc chat we
times its no1 over. We fed pttny ha~. just the fccling and the belief in

'*

comfonablc here and we'~ played
gmu in 1he poscscason at home, and
i1's going 10 help us."
The Cardinals have been rcmarlcably consis1em all year, with no losing
srreak longer chan three games until
chey dropped fo ur smught while
coa.sting to the rcguJar-scason fuush
from Sepe. 27-30. CoincidenWly the
first dutt losses in chat slump came
when they were swept at Houston,
which was in a must-win siruarion
moo of the final month of the season.
Losing duce straight in the playoffs
to the Astros did not socm m dirnin-

idt the u:am's c:onfidaxr.1Qiik.iorN
the cowsc of the season which began
with low expccntions.
This is how easy it lookld for the
team that was picked to finish behind
the Astros and Chicago c.ubs: The

,

ourselves."
They put no stock in the momc:nrum the Astros apparcndy ha~ builc
since leaving St. Louis.
"I don't buy into it because we won
rwo in a row and i1 certainly didn'1
.seem m follow us into Houscon."
third baseman Scott Rolen said.
"Hopefully, it won't follow them back
heft' ro St. Louis."
Rolen has a sim~ formula for the
rest of the series, which he rcf-errod to
on Monday as a pair of Game 7s.
"It's just a siruarion wkcrc you go
out and you prepare yourself and )'0'1
let it aH 'if';" Rolen laid: "'You play··
with a.s much heart as you possibly
have and you dig deep and .ic what
you come up with.
.When dw first pit.di ~ thrown,
we'd betta be ready m go.•

~pomeason.

During the first round against
Adana, Ckmcns picchcd on dmc

days' rest for the first rime since April
11. 2002. He hung in for fi~
innin~. allowing cwo runs.
"I chink it's fu1sc co assume chat
just because you're going 10 bring

CHICAGO - Andrc.Nocioni had
20 points and 12 rebounds. and Luol
Deng added J 8 points to lead the
Chicago Bulls m a· 95-92 prcxason
viaory over the Boston Cdtics on
Tucsday night.
Gary P.tyron scored 21 poinu for
Bo.ton. {1-~ and P.iul ~ added

16.
Tymn Otandler had 12 poin11 and
17 rebounds fur OUcigo (2-2), and
f.ddy Gury 6nilhcd witi1 10 paina.
Tr2iling 82r78 with 7:14 left,
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NOWf l'Olf
n.f
1""RUN PILMS- ta,a

. . , ............ , . .• ..aw&,

~---~..a..

SHowTMs ~ Oc1'0UJt 11-11

_,a...

SHARK TALE
(PG) 6:45

.

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS
(PG-13) 7:00

COUNIRY LINE DANCING
10~CLOSE

A ct., id>ft. me ~)GMIAd
Onnen. llid he - eer. He woa

Gae 3. pingtewn ......
be tad, .., ., wbmau he
wana ID band me me bell,• he llid.
a.nmg • ~ o1 me bat and
unlibly pilr.hiag cb:la in pa,.
oif hilcoly. it Ml bud ID know what
ID expecl. The came coc:akd jUlr bJr
hia - a pott"">fl rea>rd - on
Monday nighr. with Brandon e.cb
and the Astros beating Woody
Wtlliams and the c.anlinals >-0.
Jeff Kent's tftreo.run homer off
Jason lsringhauscn in rhc ninth
inning won that matchup at Minuit
Maid P.&rl<. The dubs have combined for 20 home runs so fu, dmc
off~ NLCS record set Im }'\21 by
Florida and ~ Cubs.
"We'l't' as li.kdy co have a I 0-8
game as a 2-1 game,• Gamer said.
It was right in the middle - 6-4,

·rn

""*

St. Louis - when Morris and
Munro macchcd up in Game 2.

re

a• w..

&di
up th. IUlll
wUh Mumo - . . " 2-3 . . . .
andMonis . . . fM.
Munro iarud me ..,.. •

~"'~

.......

by Hculon in June and Jt m -d ID
the minoa. He wmr 4-7 wilh a 5.15
ERA b the Alam. and t. a 1'-19
c:u:n mark in the mljoa.
•rve been underacimaud ffl'f
whole 6':, when it CDmCll ID bl.
t.11.. Mumo ..... "Thlr lbqo ...
wilh me ii amaiag ID me."I chmk Ja
my oda ritallllMllW, if'Rop ...
.,.. • bid d&
be . .
fflOaRmebump.•hc.w.
-iM ila't ............... ..,
1

.,

w....t1Dpa.pmam. . W
wid ............... theJ'I •
wilhlop..
G-ner llid he wrighed . . . . ol

"'.while. ii"'

&c.o..
., daagbr . . .
quiR ....
The poem - • . , (If NQ,, A.I
dim JOU tit llOUDd ...t JOU chat.
litde bir ft)Cft,. be llid. ., chink"°'*
can~ ii, J'0'1 Clft •all kinda
olecznariol.
•Allcing Rqp co cxmc t.a cm
short cbys two ol dwe ans, rm ...
.urc if that's the right move. Al
dlings oonsidcn:d, I think it's bat co
let him pitch on his fifth day.•
The Urdinals mn't 1ookiaJ fur.
ward co Game 7, nor )"to Aita leading the majors with 105 viaorics, the
NL <:enml dwnpions will go a day
at a rime against the wiJd.card Asam.
•wdJ, WC acrually praaiaa this
game O\Tr six mondu.• La ~
s:Ud •A lot rimes when wc an: in a
series, wc would tdl ourselves we're
~ the ~th game of the World
Series.

Bulls beat Celtics In preseason game

OUcigo came back by ~

/(

c ouie a . .

bon 17-10 co end the game. Kirk
H.iruich had nine points in the final
2: 15. He hit a jumper making it 9286 with 56.2 seconds left. H'tnrich
~ 12 poin11.
P'icroe scored~ points in a iwo-

second quarttr, OUcago wmt on a
24-3 run. Chris Duhon pie the
Bulls a 47-0 lead with a jumper with
2:34 left in the quancr. Nocioni and
Deng added ICDl'cd mpoinu QCfi in

that mpan.
minute span in the third quarttr al
Nocioni had 17 poina and •
Boamn our.oottd Cllicago 12-2. ttbouoda in the &r. hllfb ClUaip.
Pierce hit a free throw oo Oundler's which led 56-48 ai the break. Dmg
technical ID gM the Qhia & 7U8 ~ 13 poims in the b.lf b me
lead with 1:31 left in the quu= . Bulls, and Jui Wellch led ec.., widl
Pier\% and P.tyuxi ICDl'cd 11 poina 11 poina. ~ 6nilhed wilb 13
apicite in the dWd ~
poiDll and Mun. 8lnD hid IS b
Tmiling 4o-23 widi 9'.33 left in the the c.dtics
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RELUCTANT NO LONGER
Eastern forward relishes game she used
to be unsure about
8v

JOHN H OHENADEL

SPORTS REPORTER

When current freshmen forward
Michelle Steinhaus was a little girl, she
wanted nothing to do with soccer.
"My parents made me play when I
was six years old," Steinhaus said.
"The only way I would play is ifl was
on the same team with my best
friend."
Her mother, Sandy, had a hunch
that her daughter wouldn't mind playing the game once she actually started.
"I told her she didn't have to play
after her first year," said Michelle's
mother, Sandy. "I just knew she
would like it."
During Michelle's first year, her
father, Dick, was her coach, and
Sandy was the assistant. Sandy said
she noticed Michelle had good control of the ball and a pretty powerfol
kick at a very young age.
Watching Michelle play, Sandy
knew that her daughter would like
soccer, but she didn't know Michelle
would like it as much as she does now.
"My passion for soccer will always
be there," Michelle said.
Michelle is listed at 5 feet 10 inches. With that kind of height it would
seem she may be more suited to play
basketball or volleyball.
In fact, Michelle played volleyball

LINING:
CoNTINUm FROM PACE 12

they have been in every game, and
they know they could use a second
chance at playing these teams as a
way of proving to themselves what
type of a team they are.
"It's frustrating because we have
had our chances (to win their close
games)," Comiskey said. "We have
played the games tough, so to get a
second chance would be great, especially since we know we could beat
these teams."
Freshman goalkeeper Mike Sims
knows that getting the chance to
play in the tournament would
boost the team morale and prove
chat they belong with the rest of the
teams.
"We have proven that we can

her freshman year of high school but
didn't continue with it because club
soccer took over. Soon enough,
Michelle found herself playing soccer
year round.
"It's just something I grew to love,"
Michelle said. "I love to watch it, play
it and hopefully someday coach it. It
will always be in my life."
Sandy said Michelle has always
been a leader on the soccer field.
When she played as a young girl with
the American Youth Soccer
Organization, she started off playing
on a coed team. When she got older
and the league split into a girls league
and a boys league, Michelle played
with the boys and was always one of
the top players.
It was no surprise to Sandy when
Michelle made the varsity soccer team
at Lemont High School as a freshman. In Michelle's sophomore year,
she was named the team's captain.
"She's kind of quiet but not on the
soccer field," Sandy said.
During her senior year, Michelle
played with her little sister, Kelly, at
their high school. Kelly got into soccer
much because of Michelle and their
older brother Mike, who now goes to
Northern Illinois.
Michelle played sweeper her junior
and senior year of high school because
that's where the team needed her to

be.
During the first summer league
game of her senior year, Michelle and
Kelly pulled a sister-to-sister trick.
"It was cl1e first goal of the summer
season," Sandy said. "Kelly scored a
play with some of the top teruns in
cl1e country and even beat some of
cl1em," Sims said.
Sims also knows that once a team
makes the tournament, it is a gameby-game situation, and who you
have to play is out of your control.
The Panthers believe they can
compete with any team in their
conference, so just getting the
chance would mean a lot to a young
team.
"Our main goal is to finish the
season strong and hopefully prolong our season by making it into
cl1e tournament," Sims said.
But aside from just getting a second chance to play in the post season against teams they feel they can
beat, the atmosphere would be
something special for every player
to get out of what has been a frustrating season thus far.

I -Trim Tone & Tan5 off any P~ckage over $20!1

goal assisted by Michelle from sweeper. It was awesome."
Although Kelly is only a freshman,
Sandy looks down the road three years
and hopes Kelly and Michelle can
play together one more year when
Michelle is a senior and Kelly is a
freshman.
This past weekend Michelle scored
three goals and had two assists against
Murray State and Tennessee-Marcin.
"It was about my time," Michelle
said. "I hadn't scored in a while, and
once I got that first one, cl1e second
two came easy."
Michelle said the chemistry she has
built wicl1 her teammates has helped
her grow this year and thinks she can
continue to grow as she forther develops her chemistry with the team.
"She's be)rond her years," junior
goalie Tiffany Groene said. "She doesn't play like a freshman. She plays with
experience."
Eastern Head Coach Steve Ballard
understands what attributes his young
forward possesses that make her a special player at her yom1g age.
"She knows where to put the ball
on one or two touches," Ballard said.
"She's able to set people up and score
because she's so technically refined."
Other players on cl1e team also recognize that, while she does have talent, other factors of her play are
important, as well.
"She makes everycl1ing look so
easy," said Michelle's roommate and
red-shirt freshman Wendy Barnes.
"She tries really hard, and she never
gives up."

HOHENADEL:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 2

Wouldn't Eastern be more fon?
The Eastern football tean1 might
be able to beat the Fighting Illini
chis year.
This year the Panthers have a
shot at the Ohio Valley
Conference championship.
Yet the terun still lacks a strong
student-fan base.
The Panther football team has
five more games, two of which are
at home.
The second of the two games is
against Jacksonville State, which
could decide who wins the OVC
chis year.
Even if it doesn't, what's better
than being at a Division I-AA college football game?
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"If you don't like foot-

ball there's also soccer,
cross country, rugby and
volleyball, too."
IOHN HoHENADEL, SPORlS R£l'OllTtR

Sure you'll never see ESPN's
"College Gameday" crew on crunpus, but does that really matter?
I know when a student goes to
Eastern, that student doesn't go
there because they were huge
Panther fans since they were born,
which may be cl1e case if someone
were to go to Notre Daine or
Ohio State.
There are probably students on
campus who root for Florida State.
There might even be some players
on the Pancl1er football team that

root for the Seminoles, but they
have their own games to focus on.
That's exactly how Eastern students should look at attending
sporting events.
They should still root for their
favorite college teams but go to the
Eastern games.
They announce other scores
over the PA. system every half
hour or so at Eastern games, and
of course there's Sports center on
every ten minutes at home, so students can check on their favorite
team when they get home from
the Eastern game.
If you don't like football there's
also soccer, cross country, rugby
and volleyball, too.
Just don't be one of those people
who looks back at your college
days and regrets not taking advantage of Panther athletics.

The Men of l:Il would like to
thank the ladies of l:K for a
great homecoming
Congratulations on Winning!
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PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
FRIDAY

W OMEN'S SoCCElt VS. SountEAST M ISSOURI

Men's Soccer at Vanderbilt
Volleyball at Murray State
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20,

BALL
FOUR
JOHN HOHENADEL
SPORTS REPORTER

2004

7
7
12
12

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

&stern Illinois University, Charleston

VOLLEYBALL

BACK ON TRACK

Memories
happen at
Eastern, too

After a loss to
Evansville,
Eastern has won
three in a row

Throughout my first three
years in college, I went to a total
of one football game.
On Oct. 27, 2001, Eastern
beat Tennessee State in front of
11,628 fans at O 'Brien Stadium.
That mark ranks among
Eastern's highest at sixth all-time.
It was a hell of a game with
the Panthers pulling out a 52-49
victory, but I didn't stay for the
conclusion.
Quarterback Tony Romo and
wide receiver Frank Cutolo were
locked in that day.
Cutolo broke the Eastern single game receiving record with
239 yards, and Romo threw for
381 yards, which was his second
highest total as a Pantl1er.
The only reason I went to the
game was because it was Family
Weekend, and my family came
down.
The game was the only good
thing going on in Charleston
that weekend.
Come to think of it, what else
goes on in Charleston on a
Saturday afternoon? I guess I
could have taken them to WalMart and got me some goodies,
but I wanted my parents to
enjoy themselves.
And they did. Even if the
Panthers would have lost the
game 3-0, they loved that
Tennessee State band.
This year I've been to four of
the Panthers six games, and I
find myself wishing I would
have gone to more games my
first three years of college.
Romo is in the NFL now. In
2001 and 2002, Romo's
Panthers were a combined 17-6
including two trips to the
NC.A.A I-A.A playoffs.
I hear students using the
excuse that Eastern isn't a big
school, therefore why should
they go to the game and root for
the team?
I don't know if those same
students were tailgating last
weekend for the homecoming
game.
Students should realize this:
you only go to college once, and
chances are you only go to one
college.
If you like sports there's no
reason you shouldn't check out
what the Panthers have to offer.
Imagine if every Saturday morning was like homecoming.

STAFF WRITER

D AN WOIKE

SEE HOHENADEL PAGE 10

foo'nlAU AT TENNESSEE-MARTIN
W OMEN'S SoCCER AT SountWEST MISSOUll

3 p.m.

The Panther volleyball team continued to roll over the opposition
Tuesday night as they surged past
the Chicago State Cougars 3-1 at
Lantz Arena in non-conference
acoon.
Junior middle hitter Megan
Kennedy led a balanced Eastern
attack with 18 kills. Senior outside
hitter, Erica Gerth, slammed 17 kills,
senior middle hitter, Shanna Ruxer,
added 14 kills and sophomore outside hitter, Kara Sorenson, drove
home 11 kills in the winning effort.
After winning game one 30-23,
the Panthers (17-4, 8-0) stumbled
and lost the second game 30-26. The
Cougars (8-14) limited Eastern's
attack to a dismal .098 hitting percentage by digging 20 balls and
blocking five attacks.
"Chicago State was out hustling
us," Panther Head Coach Brenda
Winkeler said. "They were getting to
all the loose balls.
"I always want to see how the team
is going to respond."
The response came swiftly in game
three, first behind four consecutive
points from Ruxer - three on block

assists and one on a kill.
"One play can turn a game
around," Ruxer said. "Momentum is
such a big part of volleyball."
And the momentum from the
newly established blocking game carried over to the back row. Instead of
being out-hustled, Eastern personified hustle, diving for balls and keeping points alive.
Junior libero Heather Redenbo
and freshman setter Maren Crabtree
led the Pantl1ers with 20 and 15 digs,
respectively.
Redenbo said the team recognized
a defensive problem in the first two
games and worked to remedy it.
"What we need to do to win a
game is play really scrappy," Redenbo
said. "Since we started off so slow, I
think we just wanted to put all that
more effort into ending on a high
point."
Winkeler said she gets a little
jumpy whenever she sees players like
Redenbo and Crabtree throwing
their bodies all over tl1e court haphazardly.
"I tell them to take it easy, but they
never listen," Winkeler said.
But all those dives extended points
and helped propel the Panthers
through games three and four.
"Winning those long rallies can
give you that extra boost," Ruxer
said. "We just became so relaxed in
the third game."
And once the defense relaxed, the
offense flourished.
Eastern's offense played well in the

t
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first and third game but dwarfed
those efforts in the fourth game
when they hit at .484 clip with only
two errors in 31 attempts.
The Panthers head back onto the

road when OVC play resumes this
weekend as they travel to Murray
State (4-10, 1-7) Friday and to
Tennessee-Marcin (7-10, 4-4) on
Saturday.

MEN'S SOCCER

Looking for a silver lining
Panthers hope for
a second chance
in OVC tourney
B Y ADAM DREMAK

SPORTS REPORTER

Men's soccer has not won any
conference games in the last two seasons, but the Panthers have been
playing their opponents tough in
every game.
Unfortunately, playing the games
tough doesn't earn wins or get che
Panthers into the Missouri Valley
Conference tournament.
Men's soccer in the MVC is different compared to the other sports.
Many of the teams in tl1e MVC for
soccer aren't in the conference for
other sports. Men's soccer in che
MVC currently has two teams
ranked nationally in the top 25 in
Creighton and Southern Methodist.
The MVC is also ranked as one of
the top conferences in the country
overall for soccer.
The difficulty of every game and

the quality of every opponent make
it that much harder for Eastern to
try and get to their goal of playing in
the conference tournament.
For many of the players on the
team, this is something that would
obviously mean a lot to them since
the team is relatively young.
With two games this weekend
against teams that are near the bottom of the league in the standings,
the Panthers are in control of their
own destiny to finish off the season
strong and get into the tournament.
Sophomore defense man Mike
Comiskey knows che Panthers are
getting an oppormnity to make the
tournament since the bottom teams
in the league are losing and keeping
the Panthers in the hunt.
"If we win the games this weekend, we definitely will have a chance
to make the tournament, especially
since the bottom tean1s are helping
right now by not winning,"
Comiskey said.
One of the most frustrating parts
for Eastern might be the fact that
SEE
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